COURSES A-Z

A
- Africana Studies (AFRO AM) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/afro_am/)
- Air Conditioning (AIR CON) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/air_con/)
- Anthropology (ANTHRO) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/anthro/)
- Arabic (ARABIC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/arabic/)
- Architecture (ARCHITC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/architc/)
- Art (ART) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/art/)
- Astronomy (ASTROMY) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/astromy/)
- Automotive Technology (AUTOTEC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/autotec/)
- Aviation (AVIATN) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/aviatn/)

B
- Baking & Pastry (330BKPS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/330bkps/)
- Biology (BIOLOGY) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/biology/)
- Botany (BOTANY) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/botany/)
- Business (BUSINES) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/businesses/)
- Business and Commercial Tech TC1 (330BSCM) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/330bscm/)

C
- CAD Technology (CAD TEC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/cad_tec/)
- Cannabis (CANBS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/canbs/)
- Chemistry (CHEM) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/chem/)
- Child Development (CHLD DV) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/child_dv/)
- Chinese (CHINESE) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/chinese/)
- Communication Design (COM DSGN) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/com_dsgn/)
- Communication Media (CMMEDIA) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/cmmedia/)
- Community Health Care Worker (CHW) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/chw/)
- Comparative Religion (RELIGN) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/relign/)
- Computer Information Systems (CIS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/cis/)
- Construction Management (432CMGT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/432cmgt/)
- Construction Materials Technic (432CNMT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/432cnmt/)
- Cooperative Work Experience (COOP EX) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/coop_ex/)
- Cosmetology (COSMET) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/cosmet/)
- Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/crm_jus/)
- Culinary (330CUL) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/330cul/)
- Cybersecurity (COMPSFI) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/compsfi/)

D
- Dance (DANCE) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/dance/)
- Dental Hygiene (DENTHYG) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/denthyg/)
- Digital Multimedia (DMD) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/dmd/)

E
- Economics (ECON) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/econ/)
- Education (EDUC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/educ/)
- Electronics (ELECTRN) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/electrn/)
- Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/emt/)
- Engineering (ENGR) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/engr/)
- English (ENGLISH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/english/)
- Entrepreneurship (ENTRE) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/entre/)
- Environment Studies (ENVR ST) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/envr_st/)
- Environment Technology (ENVR TC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/envr tc/)
- ESL (Integrated) (ESLINTG) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/eslintg/)
- ESL Reading (ESLREAD) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/eslread/)
- ESL Speech (ESLSLPC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/eslslpch/)
- Exercise Sci and Sports Studies (ESSS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/esss/)

F
- Fine Arts (FIN ART) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/fn_arts/)
- Fire Sci Mgmt/Fire Serv Op (FIREMG) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/firemg/)
- Food Service Administration (FOODSRV) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/foodsrv/)
- Foundational Studies ESL (FS ESL) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/fs_esp/)
- Foundational Studies Math (FS MATH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/fs_math/)
- Foundational Studies Reading (FS READ) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/fs_read/)
- Foundational Studies Writing (FS WRIT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/fs_writ/)
- French (FRENCH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/french/
G

- Game Design and Development (GAME) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/game/)
- Geography (GEOG) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/geog/)
- Geology (GEOLOGY) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/geology/)
- Health (HEALTH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/health/)
- Health Information Technology (HIT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az_HIT/)
- Health Professions (HEAPRO) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/heapro/)
- Health Science (HLH SCI) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/hlh_sci/)
- Health Technology TC4 (334HLTH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/334hlth/)
- History (HISTORY) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/history/)
- Horticulture (HORTIC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/hortic/)
- Hospitality Management (HMGT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/hmgt/)
- Human Dev and Family Studies (HDFS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/hdfs/)
- Humanities (HUM) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/hum/)
- IBEW (432IBEW) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/432ibew/)
- Integrated Communication (INTCOMM) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/intcomm/)
- Interdisciplinary Studies (INTDSP) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/intdsp/)
- Italian (ITALIAN) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/italian/)

J

- Japanese (JAPANES) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/japanes/)

L

- Latin Courses (LATIN) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/latin/)
- Library & Information Science (LIS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/lis/)
- Library Technology (LIB TEC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/lib_tec/)
- Linguistics (LING) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/ling/)
- Literature (LIT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/lit/)
- Logistics/Transportation/Distr (330TRNS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/330trns/)

M

- Manufacturing Tech TC1 (340MFGT) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/340mfgt/)
- Mathematics (MATH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/math/)
- Media Communication (MEDIACM) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/mediacm/)
- Medical Assisting (MEDASST) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/medasst/)
- Mental Health (MENHLTH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/menhlth/)
- Microbiology (MICROBIO) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/microbio/)
- Mortuary Science (MOR SCI) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/mor_sc/)
• Short Trm Busn/Profession Srvc (STBPS) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/stbps/)
• Social Science (SOC SCI) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/soc_sci/)
• Social Service (SOC SER) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/soc_ser/)
• Sociology (SOC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/soc/)
• Spanish (SPANISH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/spanish/)
• Speech (SPEECH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/speech/)
• Supply Chain Mgmt & Logistics (SCML) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/scml/)
• Surgical Technology (SURG TC) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/surg_tc/)

T
• Technology 332 (332TECH) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/332tech/)
• Theater Art (THR ART) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/thr_art/)

Z
• Zoology (ZOOLOGY) (https://catalog.ccc.edu/courses-az/zooLOGY/)

Key

College Code
Indicates where the course is approved to be offered.

• DA - Richard J. Daley College
• HW - Harold Washington College
• KK - Kennedy-King College
• MX - Malcolm X College
• OH - Olive-Harvey College
• TR - Harry S Truman College
• WR - Wilbur Wright College

IAI - Course is approved at one or more colleges for the Illinois Articulation Agreement (IAI).

GE - Course satisfies a General Education (GE) requirement based on the category listed and program requirements.

HD Course - Course satisfies the Human Diversity (HD) requirement for degree programs.

Refer to the semester credit schedules for course availability.